Abstract. In this paper, joint limit distributions of maxima and minima on independent and non-identically distributed bivariate Gaussian triangular arrays is derived as the correlation coefficient of ith vector of given nth row is the function of i/n. Furthermore, second-order expansions of joint distributions of maxima and minima are established if the correlation function satisfies some regular conditions.
Introduction
Let {(ξ ni , η ni ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1} be independent bivariate Gaussian triangular arrays with E ξ ni = E η ni = 0, E ξ 2 ni = E η 2 ni = 1, and let ρ ni denote the correlation coefficient of (ξ ni , η ni ),1 ≤ i ≤ n. The bivariate maxima M n is defined componentwise by
For the case of ρ ni = ρ n , the seminal paper of Hüsler and Reiss (1989) showed that the limiting distribution of normalized maxima of such bivariate Gaussian triangular arrays is with H 0 (x, y) = Λ (min(x, y)) and H ∞ (x, y) = Λ(x)Λ(y) for all (x, y) ∈ R 2 , where Λ(x) = exp(−e −x ), and Φ(x) denotes the standard Gaussian distribution. Kabluchko et al. (2009) showed that (1.2) also is the necessary condition for (1.1).
Liao and Peng (2016 ) extended the work of Hüsler and Reiss (1989) to independent and nonidentically distributed bivariate Gaussian triangular arrays by assuming that the correlation ρ ni satisfying ρ ni = 1 − m(i/n) log n , 1 ≤ i ≤ n (1. 4) for some positive function m(x) defined on [0, 1], and showed that
if (1.4) holds, where The objective of this paper is to establish the first and second-order asymptotics of the joint distributions of normalized maxima and minima of the bivariate Gaussian triangular arrays with assumption (1.4). Under the condition (1.2), the joint asymptotics of maxima and minima of bivariate Gaussian triangular arrays were studied by Liao and Peng (2014b) . Precisely, let
denote the bivariate minima of the Gaussian triangular arrays, and
Liao and Peng (2014b) showed that
if (1.2) holds, where 
Here,
where κ(t) = 2 −1 (t 2 + 2t)e −t , and ϕ(t) = Φ ′ (t), the standard Gaussian density.
The aim of this short note is to extend above results to the case that ρ ni satisfies (1.4). Notation such as H λ=0,∞ (x, y) given by (1.8) and H(x, y) given by (1.6) will be used throughout this paper.
Contents of this paper are organized as follows. The main results are given in Section 2 and Section 3 presents the proofs.
Main results
In this section, we provide the main results. The first result is the joint limit distributions of minima and maxima as ρ ni is given by (1.4).
Theorem 1. Let the norming constant b n be given by (1.3), under the assumption (1.4), for every
, with v n and u n given by (1.7), we have
where H(x, y) is given by (1.6) and
log n implies 0 ≤ m(i/n) ≤ 2 log n. Examples of m(x) satisfying the conditions mentioned in Theorem 1 are given as follows.
(1). Case (i), let
Hence, lim n→∞ max m(i/n) = 0. Actually, m(i/n) given here satisfies the condition given by Theorem 3.
(2). Case (ii), let
(log n) log(n/i) = log n, otherwise.
So, lim n→∞ min m(i/n) = ∞. Note that m(i/n) given here satisfies the condition given by Theorem 4.
Remark 2. Theorem 1 shows that M n and m n are asymptotically independent, similar to the results of Hashorva and Weng (2013) and Liao and Peng (2014b) with ρ ni satisfying (1.2). Similar results for univariate weak dependent stationary case were proved by Davis (1979) .
Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we have 
3)
where v n and u n are those given by (1.7).
As lim n→∞ max 1≤i≤n m(i/n) = 0, we have the following result.
Theorem 3. Assume that lim n→∞ (log n) 4 max 1≤i≤n m(i/n) = 0 holds. With v n and u n given by
For the remainder case lim n→∞ min 1≤i≤n m(i/n) = ∞, we have the following result.
Theorem 4. Let v n and u n be given by (1.7). If lim n→∞ (log log n) / min 1≤i≤n m(i/n) = 0, then
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. Let F i (x, y) denote the bivariate Gaussian distribution with correlation coefficient ρ ni , i.e., the joint distribution of (ξ ni , η ni ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and let u n (x) = b n + x/b n , v n (x) = −b n + x/b n for notational simplicity.
We first show (iii). It follows from Theorem 1 in Liao and Peng (2016) that
By using (1.3) and assumption (1.4), we have
It follows from (3.2) and the dominated convergence theorem that
as n → ∞ due to the fact that ρ ni → 1 uniformly for all i.
Similarly we have
It follows from (3.1), (3.3), (3.4) and (−ξ ni , −η ni )
as n → ∞, hence (3.5) implies
Noting that
and 8) so by (3.1), (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8), we have
Similarly,
Finally, combing (1.6), (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10), we can get
The proof of case (iii) is complete.
Now we return to case (i). By arguments similar to the proof of case (iii), we have
By using (C.2) in Piterbarg (1996), we have
as n → ∞ due to (3.8) and ρ ni > 0.
Combining (1.6), (2.1), (3.7) and (3.11), we finish the proof of case (i). The proof of case (ii) is similar. Details are omitted here.
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 2 of Liao and Peng (2016), we have
and Nair (1981) showed that
Noting that by using Mills' inequality, for sufficient large n and fixed z we have
as n → ∞ since assumptions of Theorem 2 implies that ρ ni → 1 and b n √ 1 − ρ ni is bounded uniformly for all i. Hence, by using (3.14) we have
Hence, by (3.12), (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16), we have
It follows from (3.5) and (3.12) that
, v n (y 1 ) < η ni ≤ u n (y 2 ))) 2 (1 + o(1)) (1 + o(1)) ∼ log log n 2 log n H(x 2 , y 2 )H(−x 1 , −y 1 ) e P (M n ≤ u n , m n1 > v n (x 1 )) − H 0 (x 2 , y 2 )Λ(−x 1 ) ∼ 1 4 log n H 0 (x 2 , y 2 )Λ(−x 1 ) (min(x 2 , y 2 )) 2 + 2 min(x 2 , y 2 ) e − min(x 2 ,y 2 ) + x 2 1 − 2x 1 e x 1 ; P (M n ≤ u n , m n2 > v n (y 1 )) − H 0 (x 2 , y 2 )Λ(−y 1 ) ∼ 1 4 log n H 0 (x 2 , y 2 )Λ(−y 1 ) (min(x 2 , y 2 )) 2 + 2 min(x 2 , y 2 ) e − min(x 2 ,y 2 ) + y + (max(x 1 , y 1 )) 2 − 2 max(x 1 , y 1 ) e max(x 1 ,y 1 ) .
Combining those facts with Theorem 3 in Liao and Peng (2016), we can get (2.4). The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4. By arguments similar to (3.15)-(3.19), we may derive the following facts: 
